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ABSTRACT:  

 

Some soft sedimentary rocks, especially mudstones, are disintegrated or crumbled when 

subjected to cyclic drying and wetting, known as slaking. Drying/wetting and temperature 

variation are the influential factors in the slaking of mudstone. Therefore, a conventional 

oedometer was modified to make a drying/wetting cycle with temperature variation to 

examine the effects of slaking in four materials with different slaking ratios. Further, some 

mudstone, showing higher vertical strains along the drying/wetting cycle, was 

experimented with under the three loading conditions (100 kPa, 200kPa & 500 kPa) and 

different cycles. Penetration resistance and particle breakage were also measured after the 

oedometer test.  

 

Key Words: Slaking, Oedometer test, Slaking, Particle breakage, Penetration 
resistance. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Tertiary mudstone deposits with slaking nature extensively cover Japan's coastal and mountainous areas 

and are the most often encountered geologic material in excavation (Yoshida et al., 2002). Thus, in 

consideration of environmental and economic issues, it has been suggested using such mudstones as a 

construction material, particularly for earth structures or filling.  

 

The strength and deformation characteristics of soft rocks, especially mudstone, deteriorate when the 

material are exposed to drying/wetting cycles, known as slaking, which was the cause of severe slope 

failures and ground settlements in several case studies (Nakano, 1967; Takagi, 2010; Yagiz, 2011). 

Further, some residential buildings built on the mudstone filling were tilted by differential settlement, 

caused by particle breakage and slaking (Mochizuki, et al.,1985).  

 

The effect of temperature variation in slaking on mudstone has been observed by several researchers  

(Paaswell, 1967; Towhata et al., 1993). Additionally, the coupling effect of the drying/wetting with 

temperature (higher temperature in drying and lower temperature in wetting) caused a severe effect on 

volume changes in slaking material, observed by (Zhang et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2015). However, 

particle breakage and shear strain along drying/wetting cycles are not comprehensively discussed in the 
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literature.    

 

Therefore, this research targets to investigate the coupling effect of slaking, caused by drying/wetting 

with temperature variations cycle, on 1D deformation, particle breakage, and penetration resistance. A 

modified oedometer apparatus was developed and enhanced to make drying/wetting with temperature 

variants cycle.  

 

2. MATERIAL 

 

The gravelly mudstones used in this study were collected from several sites at Hamamatsu, and Okinawa 

in Japan, and Hattian Bala in Pakistan. For comparison, a non-slakable gravel material was tested to 

distinguish the slaking effect on the 1D deformation behavior of the sample. The physical properties of 

the tested materials are shown in Table 1. The collected sample was crumbled into relatively smaller 

particles to increase the surface area (so as to accelerate the slaking) and reduce the specimen's height: 

maximum particle size ratio to avoid arch formation (Mokhtari et al., 2015). For further details on 

particle size and specimen preparation, refer to Kiyota et al. (2011), Sawatsubashi et al. (2021), and 

Sharma et al. (2017).  

 

The dry specimen (with a diameter 𝜙=150mm and height h=150 mm) was prepared into the mold in 

five layers by external vibration (applied by a wooden hammer) to avoid particle breakage during sample 

preparation. Compaction was done by giving 20 hits at the outer surface of the mold for every layer to 

maintain a constant compaction energy for all materials. 

 

Table 1: Four different materials' physical properties 

 

 

3. APPARATUS AND TEST PROCEDURES 

 

3.1. Modified oedometer test 

In order to investigate the 1D deformation characteristics of gravelly mudstone subjected to 

drying/wetting cycles, a modified oedometer apparatus was developed. Its schematic diagram is shown 

in Fig. 1(a). The modified oedometer apparatus, additionally, consists of the drying/wetting system. 

 

 

Material Slaking 

index1* 

Slaking 

durability2*  

Slaking3* 

ratio (%) 

Specific 

density 

(g/cm3) 

Maximum dry 

density 

(proctor) 

𝜌damx (g/cm3) 

Wabs 

(%) 

Id 1 

(%) 

Id 2 

(%) 

Hamamatsu 3 92.13 73.75 55.50 2.690 1.65 12.7 

Okinawa 4 81.25 61.21 73.71 2.650 1.39 45.0 

Hattian Bala 2 99.35 98.59 3.10 2.780 1.74 3.0 

Non-slaking gravel 0 100 100 0.00 2.702 1.91 0.6 
1* (JGS, 2124),  
2* (Slaking Durability Index (ASTM D4544, 2016), 
3* (JHS110-2015), here in this Test, a 300-g dry specimen (with particle size of 19.5–37.5 mm) underwent one 

repeated cycle of drying (24 h) followed by immersion (24h). Then, the dry mass of the specimen was sieved by a 

9.5-mm sieve; the percentage of the dry weight of passing the material through that sieve was defined as the slaking 

ratio.  
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3.2. Drying/wetting system 

A water tank was connected to the bottom of the specimen. Then water was allowed to flow upward into 

the specimen to wet the specimen until the vertical strain was settled (which was calibrated as 6 hours). 

The drying was done by wrapping a heater around the specimen mold and circulating dry air into the 

specimen. A thermometer was inserted inside the specimen for calibration, and the heater's temperature 

was changed (at the outer surface). An average specimen temperature of 56 °C was achieved during the 

drying stage, which was limited to 56 °C to avoid any unrealistic chemical reaction in the sample ( Zhang 

et al., 2012). The vertical strain was continuously measured by an External Displacement Transducer 

(EDT). Time for drying up to less than 1% of moisture content was calibrated (as 48 hours) by inserting 

a moisture sensor into the mold, and the calibration curve of three different materials (water content 

reduction vs. time) was presented in Fig. 1(b). Further procedure and calibration had been explained in 

Nihaaj et al. (2021), and this comprehensive dry and wet cycle (6 hours wetting and 48 hours drying as 

mentioned earlier) hereinafter is called the D/W cycle in this paper. 

 

3.3. Experimental set-up 

i) Oedometer test 

Four specimens, H-200-9, OKI-200-9, HB-200-9, and NSG-200-9, as shown in Table 2, were prepared 

using four materials: Hamamatsu mudstone, Okinawa mudstone, Hattian Bala mudstone, and non-

slaking gravel respectively. First, these four specimens were subjected to 200 kPa vertical stress (𝛔v) 

and 9 D/W cycles in the modified oedometer. Then, this series of experiments was extended for another 

two vertical stress conditions (100, and 500 kPa) for Hamamatsu mudstone. The details of this series 

are summarized in Table 2.  

 

ii) Penetration resistance 

Laboratory penetration tests were carried out to evaluate the effect of the D/W cycles on the strength 

characteristics of the specimen, which were tabulated in Table 2 (penetration resistance measured 

samples are indicated as Pen in the Note column).  

 

The penetration resistance and penetration depth were monitored by a load cell and an EDT, respectively. 

A metal stick with a diameter of 3 mm, 600 apex angle, and a length of 150 mm was mounted below a 

load cell. Mold-to-stick diameter ratio was kept as 50 to reduce the rigid boundary effect, that could be 

caused by oedometer mold (Monfared, 2014; Pournaghiazar et al., 2011). The penetration test was done 

at 0.15 mm/sec, lower than ASTM D5778-2012 requirement, where the allowable is 20 mm/s, to reduce 

the particle size effect (Kokusho et al., 2003). The penetration test was done to an approximate depth of 

100 mm from the top. The results are intended to represent the penetration strength qualitatively along 

with the D/W cycles. 

 

iii) Particle breakage 

In oedometer test, the particle breakage is impossible to be measured along the D/W cycle. So, different 

D/W cycles (0, 1, 5, & 9) were applied in different vertical stress conditions (100, 200 & 500 kPa) on 

Hamamatsu mudstone. At the end of the respective cycles, the remaining material in the mold was sieved 

to calculate the particle breakage. This experiment's conditions were explained in Table 2 as Br in the 

Note column. After the respective D/W cycles, the relative particle breakage index (Br), proposed by 

(Hardin., 1985), was evaluated.  
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Table 2 Experimental set-up of oedometer tests 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic diagram of Modified oedometer, (b) Raw voltage/water content (%) vs. 

time at calibration 

 

 

 

Sample name Degree of 

compaction 

(Dc)** 

Vertical 

stress v 

(kPa) 

D/W cycle Note 

H-200-9 78 200 9 Br/Pen 

HB-200-9 85 200 9 
 

OKI-200-9 78 200 9 
 

NSG-200-9 92 200 9 
 

H-100-9 78 100 9 Br/Pen 

H-500-9 78 500 9 Br/Pen 

H-100-0 78 100 0 Br 

H-200-0 78 200 0 Br 

H-500-0 78 500 0 Br 

H-200-1 78 200 1 Br/Pen 

H-200-5 78 200 5 Br/Pen 

H-100-1 78 100 1 Br/Pen 

H-100-5 78 100 5 Br/Pen 

H-500-1 78 500 1 Br/Pen 

H-500-5 78 500 5 Br/Pen 

Br- After the D/W cycle, the specimen was sieved, and Relative Breakage (Br) was 

calculated 

Pen- Needle penetration test conducted.  
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4. TEST RESULTS 

 

4.1.  Oedometer test  

Fig. 2 (a) illustrates the vertical strain (ɛv) changes of four different materials at the 200 kPa vertical 

stress conditions. In Fig. 2(a), the hollow circles represent the dried and heated states (56 °C), whereas 

the solid circles represent the wetted at 200C. The Okinawa (OKI-200-9) and Hamamatsu (H-200-9) 

mudstone showed more significant vertical strain (ɛv) development along the D/W cycle, up to 35% and 

17.5%, respectively, compared with the other specimens prepared using Hattian Bala (HB-200-9) or 

non-slakable gravel (NSG-200-9), showing the vertical strain (ɛv) less than 5% at the end of the 9th cycle. 

Both OKI-200-9 and H-200-9 which showed severe increment at the first wetting due to the dried and 

pebble state of the initial condition and collapse behavior. Then, the increment in vertical strain (ɛv) was 

reduced along the D/W cycles and became flat after a few D/W cycles. 

 

Fig. 2(b) explains the vertical strain (ɛv) changes of the Hamamatsu mudstone under the three different 

vertical stress conditions (𝛔v=100, 200, and 500 kPa). The first wetting caused a large ɛv for all 

specimens prepared by Hamamatsu mudstone, and the increment of ɛv gradually decreased after that. 

However, minor variations in vertical strain (ɛv) were also observed during the drying and wetting state 

because wetting and drying showed swelling and contraction behavior, respectively. After the 8th cycle, 

none of these stress conditions further showed vertical strain (ɛv) development. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 Vertical strain (ɛv) vs. D/W- cycle of (a) four different mudstones at 200 kPa vertical 

stress, and (b) Hamamatsu mudstone at different vertical stress 

 

 

4.2.  Penetration resistance   

 

Figs. 3 (a), (b), and (c) show the penetration resistance along the depth of the specimen after the 1st, 5th, 

and 9th D/W cycles in 100, 200, and 500 kPa vertical stress conditions, respectively. The penetration 

resistance increased with the depth due to the increased confinement and the needle's surface area 
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exposed to soil friction in all stress conditions. Furthermore, the resistance increased with increasing 

D/W cycles due to the densification until the 5th D/W cycle in all vertical stress conditions. However, an 

increment in penetration resistance after the 9th D/W cycle was only observed in 500 kPa condition (H-

500-9 in Fig. 3(c)) than respective 5th D/W cycles (H-500-5 in Fig. 3(c)). Conversely, penetration 

resistance of the 9th D/W cycle at 100 and 200 kPa vertical stress conditions (H-100-9 and H-200-9 in 

Figs. 3(a) and (b) respectively) did not show any apparent increases compared with the respective 5th 

D/W cycle (H-100-5 and H-200-5 in Figs. 3(a) and (b) respectively).  

 

 
Fig. 3 Penetration resistance of (a)100 kPa, (b) 200 kPa, and (c) 500 kPa after 1st,2nd, and 5th 

D/W-cycle 

  

 

4.3. Particle breakage  

  

Fig. 4(a) shows the relative particle breakage (Br) (quantified by Hardin (1985)) of the samples after the 

loading (0-cycle), 1st, 5th, and 9th D/W-cycles under various σv conditions, as per explained in Table 2. 

The Br increased along with the increment of the D/W-cycles in all samples. After the 1st D/W cycle, 

the Br at 500 kPa stress condition is higher than other stress conditions (100 and 200 kPa). However, 

after the 5th and 9th D/W cycles, the 500 kPa stress sample showed lower Br. Conversely, the lower stress 

condition (100 kPa) showed lower Br after the1st D/W cycle but higher Br at the 9th D/W cycle.  
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Fig. 4 (a) Relationship of Relative Breakage (Br) vs. the D/W cycle, (b) Relationship of 

increment of breakage vs. vertical stress at loading and 1st D/W cycle 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5 Particle arrangement (a) Before 1st D/W cycle and (b) After 1st D/W cycle 

 

 

5. DISCUSSION 

 

Fig. 4(b) explains the Br increment after loading and 1st D/W cycle, where the Br increment and the 

vertical stress (𝛔v) show the linear relationship. Figs. 5(a) and (b) explains particle arrangement before 

and after the 1st D/W cycle respectively.  

 

Even though the specimen was loaded in 1D condition, shear stress concentration could be developed 

in particle contact as per Fig. 5(a). In the first cycle, shear stress concentration at the particle contact 

was high due to the initial lower density and narrow range of particle size (2-4.75mm) (lower particle 

contact). Therefore, particles can be softened due to swelling at the wetting state, as observed in heavily 

over-consolidated clays, which causes severe breakage (Nakano et al., 1998). So vertical stress (𝛔v)  

and shear concentration in between the particles are the governing factors on the increment of breakage 

at the first cycle. Therefore, the vertical stress (𝛔v) and increment of breakage showed the linear relation 

in Fig. 4(b). 
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Fig. 6.  Relationship of increment of breakage vs. voids at continuing D/W cycle (2 to 9 D/W 

cycle)  

 

 

Fig. 6 explains the increment of the Br after the first cycle (2 to 9 D/W cycles). As per Nakano et al. 

(1998), this phenomenon of shear concentration is not significant at a denser state, where the particle 

contact increases, and the shear concentration is significantly reduced as per illustrated in Fig 5(b). Thus, 

voids became the governing factor over the shear stress concentration along the D/W cycles. An 

increment in voids increases the water contact with particles, which causes the particle breakage in 

continuing D/W cycles. Thus, smaller stress conditions (100 kPa) showed an increasing breakage trend 

than higher stress conditions (500 kPa). Increment of particle breakage could be influenced by vertical 

stress (𝛔v) and void (e) of the specimen; thus, three trends in Fig. 6 could be observed with the vertical 

stress (𝛔v) conditions. The void reduction was increased severely in higher stress conditions resulting in 

lower breakage increment in continuing D/W cycles.    

 

The penetration resistance of the miniature rods is influenced by density and particle size (George & 

Nikolaos., 2003). An increase in density and particle size could increase the penetration resistance. Fig. 

7 shows the relationship between the vertical strain (ɛv) and the Br in all stress conditions. Along the 

D/W cycle, the Br exponentially increased over vertical strain (ɛv). This exponential increment was very 

high in the lower vertical stress conditions (100 and 200 kPa) than in the higher stress condition (500 

kPa). Even though the particle size was reduced along the D/W cycle, specimen density was increased. 

Increasing density is the governing factor rather than reducing particle size in the penetration resistance 

up to the 5th D/W cycles. The vertical strain (ɛv) did not increase in lower vertical stress conditions (100 

and 200 kPa) after the 5th D/W cycle, as shown in Fig.7. Thus, the influence of the density increment 

was severely limited in lower stress conditions (100 and 200 kpa), which decreased the penetration 

resistance at the 9th D/W cycle (Fig. 3 (a)-H-100-9 and Fig. 3 (b)-H-200-9). But the higher vertical stress 

condition (500 kPa) showed substantial increases in the vertical strain (ɛv) (density) up to the 9th D/W 

cycle. So, penetration resistance of the 9th cycle at the higher vertical stress (Fig. 5 H-500-9) has shown 

an increment in penetration resistance. 

 

2nd cy 

2nd cy 

2nd cy 

9th cy 

9th cy 

9th cy 
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Fig. 7 Relationship of Vertical strain (ɛv) (%) vs. Relative Breakage (Br) in different vertical 

stress. 

 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

 

The vertical strain (ɛv) was evaluated among the mudstones with different physical properties along the 

D/W-cycle. The results showed a severe increment of vertical strain (ɛv) in the material with a higher 

slaking ratio. The particle breakage (Br) along D/W-cycle depended on two factors, vertical stress, and 

voids. At the first D/W-cycle, vertical stress was the governing parameter. However, at continuing D/W-

cycle, voids became the governing factor. The penetration resistance depended on two factors, density, 

and particle size. At continuing D/W-cycle, there was a trade-off between density and particle size.  
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